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"Science and Technology"

Do science and technology do more 
good  than harm, more harm than 
good, or about equal?

 



Choose the right answer.

1. One can hardly imagine our present day life without
crime
travelling round the world
modern amenities 
family
2. Modern facilities make our life
boring
difficult
unhealthy
exciting
3. The PCs are used
only by researchers
in special labs
privately
in almost every field today



4. Scientists predict
the end of the world
the star wars
virtual reality will soon be a part of life
the discovery of new worlds
5. Nowadays people tend
to grow cheap food
to use pesticides in agriculture
to grow ecologically clean food
to use synthetic minerals
6. Today people are getting more and more 

concerned about
the relations between people
travelling to other planets
buying computers
the future of our planet



"Men love to wonder and that is
the seed of science"
R.W. Emerson

"Knowledge is power"
Francis Bacon



The problems
1. Modern technology is rapidly spreading all 

over the world.
2. One can easily imagine the life today 

without any home gadgets.
3. The PCs have become a part of everyday 

life.
4. The negative effects of man's economic 

activity.
5. Science brings more good than harm, 

more harm than good, or about equal? 



 
● THE  PROBLEMS

1. Modern technology is rapidly 
spreading all over the world.

• science is a step forward;
• the discoveries that shook the world;
• the inventors and their inventhions;



2. One can easily imagine the  
life today  without any home 

gadgets.
●  -  house equipmnt;
●     -  means of comunications;
●     -  the things that makes our life easier;



3.  The PCs have become a part 
of everyday life.

● computer ;
● telegraph;
● telephone;
● E-mail;
● Fax;
● electronick dictionaries;
● virtual reality; 



4.  The negative effects of man’s 
economic activity. 

● the global disasters;                
● unemployment;



5.  Science brings more good 
than harm,more harm than good 

or about equal?



Who knows? Maybe…

● Throughout history, creative men and 
women have developed ingenious 
inventions that have solved problems and 
changed people's lives.

● Use your observation skills in this 
matching activity to learn more about 
some of these wonderful innovations.

● Who knows?  Maybe YOU will be a future 
●  inventor too!



The most exciting phrase to hear in 
science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries, is not "Eureka" but "That's 
funny...'


